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On Monday,02127106 at 1126 hrs., various members of the WISCONSIN DEPT. OF
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION and the CALUMET CO. SHERIFF's DEPT. did meet at
MISHICOT FIRE DEPT. The purpose of our meeting was to view a videotaped interview done
by Special Agent TOM FASSBENDER and Inv. MARK WIEGERT on a subject named
BRENDAN R. DASSEY on02l27l06. According to information I had obtained from
WIEGERT, DASSEY had made some statements with regard to STEVEN AVERY's disposal of
TERESA HALBACH, as well as who was responsible for her death.

While waiting for other members of the interview team to arrive, I did assist Inv. BALDWN
with an interview of BARBARA JANDA. For details of this, please see the report of Inv.
BALDWIN.
Special Agent MICHAEL SASSE and I did locate BOBBY DASSEY at the residence of
DUANE OSMI--rNSON, 5017 Nuclear Rd. in the Mishicot area at 1955 hrs. SASSE and I asked
BOBBY DASSEY if he had some time to speak with us and he indicated that he did. We then
went out to the county vehicle, which I was operating, and BOBBY DASSEY did have a seat in
the front passenger side and Special Agent SASSE climbed into the rear passenger side. Prior to
asking DASSEY any questions, he was advised that he was not under arrest, did not have to
answer questions if he chose not to and was free to leave at anytime he so wished. I asked him to
open the passenger front door of the vehicle in order to demonstrate to him that he was perfectly
free to leave. He understood this and agreed to answer questions.

We went over his activities to the best of his recollection on Monday,10131/05. He stated that
he arrived home from work at approximately 0630 hrs (It should be noted that DASSEY was
employed at FISHER HAMILTON in Two Rivers at this time) and went to bed. He stated that
he got up between 1400 and 1430 hrs., got into the shower and went bow hunting. He stated he
arrived home somewhere approximately 1730 hrs. and that it was dark out already. He stated he
did not recall who was home when he arrived, but thought perhaps BRENDAN was. He stated
that when he arrived home, he went straight to bed and did not eat. He stated he got up at
approximately 2100 hrs., got ready for work and once again did not eat. He stated that to the
best of his recollection, BLAINE was home and possibly BRENDAN as well. He stated that his
other brother BRYAN was not at home and was possibly at his girlfriend's residence.
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BOBBY indicated that when he was leaving for work at approximately 2130 hrs., he noticed that
STEVEN was having a bonfire. He estimated that the flames were five to six feet in height. He
stated that it was a good-sized fire and that STEVEN has had fires there in the past. He stated
that he could not say for sure that STEVEN was tending to the fire and he was further unsure
whether BRENDAN was there or not. He stated that the view from his residence to the fire pit is
somewhat blocked by the garage of STEVEN AVERY.
He stated that he worked from 2200 hrs. until 0600 hrs. the following day and when he arrived
home, he noticed nothing unusual and that the fire was out.

I asked BOBBY if his brother, BRENDAN, was one to lie about things and he stated that
BRENDAN would possibly lie about little things. I asked him if BRENDAN would lie about
anything concerning the HALBACH murder investigation, and he stated that he would not lie
about this.

I asked BOBBY if he has noticed any changes in BRENDAN and his response was "not really."
When I asked him if BRENDAN has been depressed recently, he stated that he was a little
depressed.

BOBBY indicated that BRENDAN has not discussed anything regarding what he may have seen
in the fire pit on 10/31/05 or what STEVEN may have told BRENDAN.
BOBBY indicated that his brother, BRENDAN, likes to play basketball games and racing games
on their Playstation 2. He states that he does not play with others, but prefers to compete by
himself on the machine.

I asked BOBBY if he could recall once again what he saw regarding TERESA HALBACH and
her vehicle. He stated that while he was preparing to go bow hunting on 10/31/05, he observed
TERESA's vehicle pull in and he observed TERESA get out and take one or two photos of the
maroon van, which his mother had for sale. BOBBY said that this was prior to him getting into
the shower. He stated that when he got out of the shower (approximately ten minutes later) he
brought his bow out to the vehicle and TERESA's vehicle was still there but he did not see her.
He stated that she was wearing a black coat, black trousers and he cannot recall what color her
top was.

DASSEY drew me a diagram indicating that the HALBACH vehicle was pointed in a westerly
direction almost directly across from the westernmost portion of the BARBARA JANDA
circular driveway.

BOBBY stated that the vehicle was sone when he sot back from huntine.
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I asked BOBBY about the position of the Suzuki Samurai. BOBBY thought that to his best
recollection, the Suzuki was in the garage for a while, and he was unsure when STEVEN moved
it out of the garage. He stated that he was never in the garage when the Suzuki was parked in the
garage and he stated that he could no longer independently recall where the Suzuki was
positioned when he left for hunting.
I asked BOBBY DASSEY who his brother, BRENDAN, might confide in and he indicated the
only person he could think of was BRENDAN's friend, TRAVIS FABIAN, whose father,
ROBERT FABIAN, is a friend of EARL AVERY.
I asked BOBBY if he could recall the bum barrel in front of STEVEN's residence burnine when
he left for hunting, and he stated he could not independently recall this.
Agent SASSE asked BOBBY DASSEY if he could ever recall STEVEN AVERY shooting a .22
at the burn barrel or anything else in the immediate vicinity of STEVEN AVERY's residence.
BOBBY indicated he could not recall anything like this except for one occasion.
SASSE asked DASSEY if he could recall STEVEN AVERY in possession of a buck knife or a
leatherman and BOBBY DASSEY could not recall that.

BOBBY DASSEY indicated that he doesn't recall BRENDAN or STEVEN acting any
differently after the October 31't. incident. He further indicated he could not recall any sort of
injury to STEVEN's arms or hands on October 31't.
John Dedering, Inv.
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